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Dorchester Penitentiary’s administrative building (A-1) was built from 1876 to 1879. It 
was designed by J.W.H. Watts of the Department of Public Works to house the 
establishment’s administration. Interior modifications were carried out during the 1940s 
and 50s, and exterior modifications in 1976 and 1983. The Correctional Service of 
Canada is custodian of the building. See FHBRO report 89-34. 
 
Reasons for designation 
 
The administrative building was designated a “recognized building” because of its 
architectural, environmental and local significance, as well as its historical associations. 
 
With its imposing symmetrical design and its well-integrated decorative elements, the 
building is a fine example of Second Empire style and an excellent sample of the work 
of architect J.W.H. Watts. Dorchester Penitentiary and its administrative building are the 
oldest structures of their kind still serving their original purpose. 
 
The original configuration of the penitentiary, a complex of buildings connected to the 
administrative building at the front, has been preserved. The site of the administrative 
building outside the wall surrounding the prison reinforces its commanding presence. 
The penitentiary itself is a local attraction because of its symbolic presence and its 
location atop an elevated plateau. 
 
From a historical perspective, the administrative building illustrates the expansion of 
correctional services, which by the end of the 1870s had led to a nation-wide penal 
system. This particular penitentiary is one of the four remaining federal prisons with 
enough historical fabric to illustrate the architectural design of the first penitentiaries. 
 
Character-defining elements 
 
The heritage value of the administrative building lies in its shape and general 
proportions, its Second-Empire style decorative elements, the materials used in its 
construction, its layout, remaining interior finishing, and its relationship to its 
surroundings. 
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The building is a three-storied rectangular structure comprising steep mansard roofs 
with dormers. The E-shaped plan formed by the central façade and the symmetrical end 
pavilions, as well as the raised central entrance, are important aspects of the design. 
The silhouettes of the mansard roofs as well as the different volumes are typical of 
Second-Empire style and should be conserved. 
 
The façades are symmetrical, while the size and design of the windows are different on 
each storey. The pronounced verticality of the end pavilions is offset by the horizontal 
stringcourses that define the base and the main section. The composition of the façades 
should not be changed. 
 
The quality of the construction materials and the craftsmanship contributes to the 
heritage character of the building. The masonry consists of freestone walls and corner 
quoins of dressed stone in a contrasting colour, a system of decoration that is also 
evident in the door and window frames. These classical inspired details are typical of 
Second Empire style and should not be changed. The masonry should be the focus of a 
program of regular maintenance based on the advice of conservation specialists. 
 
The prominent mansard roof was originally an important aspect of the design. What 
gave the roof its texture and made it interesting were the slate shingles, the dormers, 
the ironwork crestings, the finials and the prominent chimneys. Reintroducing these 
features and materials on the basis of documentary evidence is worth considering. 
 
The multi-paned casement windows and the panel doors were also an important part of 
the original design and created fine details that lent visual appeal to the façades. The 
present-day doors and windows are inappropriate, given the style of the building; at the 
end of their useful life, they should be replaced with models that are more consistent 
with the original models. The gaps left by boarded-up windows mar the symmetrical 
balance of the façades; the windows should retrieve their function. 
 
Changes in the way the building has been used have obscured the original interior 
symmetry. Any change to the interior should be based on an understanding of and 
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compliance with the original layout, and what remains of the interior finishing should be 
identified and protected. The landscape architecture consists of a simple lawn that 
enhances the massive building. A more elaborate design would not be suitable for the 
site. Any attached elements to the building should be inconspicuous and harmonious in 
design. 
 
For guidance on interventions, please refer to the FHBRO Code of Practice. 
 
Translation 
 


